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ABSTRACT

This project studied one variable which affects student's'

responses to teacher behavior. That variable which seemingly-has

not been intensively: studied answered the question "Do students'

expectations of the teaching-learning situation or ,student perception

of teaching have any effect upon their responses?"

Selectistatements that reflected the students"perceptions

of the learning-teacher situation were used to see if differences in
o

orientation or perceptions differ in student evaluation of, teacher,

behavior. Findings show that students' perception as associated with,

differences in student evaluation does not differ significantlyfrolt

that which could be'attributed to mere chance fluctuations within
F

our total population; A review of the research finding on reliabi4tS7,

validity, and other aspects of student evaluation is presented. ),
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INTRODUCTION

Today in a time of course' relevance, legislative accountability,,

and faculty retrenchment, the studentS' are demanding a. greaier partici-

patory place for themselves. The Zeitgeist is perhaps helping formulate

such student need for a "say so" in shaping the college future, and at

.Miami-Dade Community College the voice.of the student is-being heard.

The student government has al3lace in the faculty.denato, there is a

student representative on the toardOf TtUstees now i.te students,
,

as in many colleges, wish.to have their opinions felt .in thearea of

faculty behavior in the classroom.

The'Director of Natural Sciences, and the.new Director of Arts
V

and Sciences, have been directed to address their Division to.a study of

teacher behavior in the classroom. A larger explanation of the idea is

needed. What the new director wishes or fore'ees is a feedback system

from students for teachers seeking to improve learning by student to

teacher behavior feedback and course feedback for improving the course.

To 'fulfill that directive, a committee consisting of the Chair. -

person for Physics, two other professors, and myself have been charged.

to instigate a study of student evaluation of teacher behavior in the

classroom as a vehicle to improve learning. This will be the first

step in succeeding steps to develop a system Of student feedback on -

teacher behavior and course evaluation.

The discussion at the first meeting entered into many aspects of

feedback systeins of student evaluation of teacher behavior,. As a result

of.the initial meeting, my asdignment is to investigate.the common
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criticisms of student evaluation of teaCher,behaviorap found in the

literature or research.

In association with the work on this committee, it ismy,febling

that in the_vast .research concerning the variables which-affects student

*
s

responses to teacher behavior, there seems to.be one-element which has

not been intensively studied. Do students' expectations of the .teaching

learning situation or student, erception of teaching have any-effect

upon their responses? cThe specific purpose of my practicum will be to

investigate this variable and to reportmy-resultc." to the committee.

1 This study of student perceptlori of teaching and the. review of the

literature will constitute my complete :report to the cdmMittee Arid my

practicum.

practicum has additional college-wide significance as it.is

the first developing step in a. program to improve learning through

student:. 0-teacher feedback of teachei behavior and the courses. P

a
F
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BACK GROUND AND SSGNEICANCE

TedOine6ompetence is not easily documented. The teacher is one

oitefew profeSsionals whose work is seldom observed V'his peers.

Ais teaching ability is often based more on hearsay%than_on substant

'evidence. For this reason, promotion committees frequently make

tenure decisions without seriously considering informdtion about teachi

To counter this tendency; the Organizational Reve.ew Steering Committee

at Miami-Dade Community College recommended to the Vice-President at

the North Campus a system of student instructional ratings and, as

previously stated, Division directors have formed committees to study

this idea. Unfortunately, the literature Which will be presented

,rpveals that-the faculty hove very little more credibility,with student

evaluation than the he rsay system.

Common Criticism

Elbe (1974) in his year study of "The Recognition and Evaluation

of.Teaching" gathered criticisms from an Advisory Board consisting of

fIE

eleven members from different universities. Their opinions formed from

their research is sununfr4 zed below.

1. Student evaluation does little general good and
some particular harm. Faculty anxieties on thiS
point are not precisely clear, for the same critics
who are most dubious about general impact are often
very sensitive to the particular harms student
ratings can inflict. Probably evaluation has
impact, good and bad, in relation to the degree
it moves away from the strictly private and
personal. The effects of published evaluation
are not so differdnt from the effects of publish-
ing books, speaking out in public, committing

.oneself in any way biyond the confines of one's
own study.

""10
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.2 Student evaluation mayarouse an unhealthy
tition among faculty members.

3. Evaluation systems.move toward harmful
tion, mechanization, rigidity.

compe-

formalize-

O

4. Student opinion questionnaires furniSh inadequate or
misleading information about teachers and teaching.

5. The effect of student evaluation is a short,term one
connected with.the novelty of the procedure.

6. Students by themselves will not be able to sustain
a high level of..evaluation procedures Over a
period of time.

Klierman (1975) lists eleven most provocative items which reflect

faculty attitudes. The most notable are summarized below:

1. -Student evaluations are used when they support
the.prior affirmativ or negative decision of
the collegecommittee or administration%

2. All students and faculty interviewed by Dr. Irene
R. Kierman indicated that beginning students cannot
usually judge breadth or depth of a teacher's
knowledge of his subject. Yet, despite this,
student,evaluation forms ask this question. .

3. In evaluation, what percentage of students should
be discounted to compensate for those students
who are hostile toward teachers in general?

4. Are we not allowing students to make unsubstan-
tiated and anonymous charges via unsigned student
evaluation?

1

5. How does subject matter which a teacher must
handle affect the evaluation he receives?

6. How can:we account for racial, ethnic, and sex
bias of students in evaluating teachers?

7. How valid are our student evaluations?

0

.
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Ten of Kierman questions deal with olitical, sociological,' and

psychological aspects of student evaluation currently in 'use. The last

question concerns a legal matter, one of using invalidated tests which

may have tthe effect of discriminating against women and minority group

members in matter3,of employment. Assuming that student evaluation

forms in use have not been validated, theyo not comply with Equal

Opportunity Commission regulations% (Highez Education Guidelines,

'gItecutlive Order 11246, Page J6)

v.
Research Findings

(the primary justification for the heavy reliance on student ratings

usesthe argument that the student, as the primary consumer of the

5.

teething product, is the best positioned _person to evaluate its worth.

Roden (19,3) studies produced a -.75 correlation between the student-

evaluation and how much the student learned froth the teacher..

,Frey (1973) had'some doubt about the significance of this negative

correlation because it involved teaching assistants; However, Frey's

(1973) dubious attitude toward Roden was strengthened by a.research
so.

report by. Arthur Sullivan at the Memorial 9iversity of Newfoundland..

Sullivan involved ten courses Of' thirty students each, 'all classeo

meeting at the same time. each class students(used a common syllabus,

a common text, and took pi d6mmon finale exam. All exams were scored by

a special committee. The results indicated a positive relationship

(r = .3 to a mean r = .39 for the ten classes etween student ratings

of teachers and external criteria-of teaching performance.

12



Some years ago, Cohen and rawer (1969) insisted that student.

fains toward achievement of specific objectives of,a course are the

"ultimate" criteria for evaluating effective faculty performance.

Cronback and-Furly (1970) encounter with measuring students gains as

an index of good4teaching" is fraugfit with practical and technical

difficulties.

.:.Two studies 'were Completed at Furdue.Universitytcomparing the

amount learned from chemistry inSlr ct rs with student ,ratings of the

instructors. The material covered and the grading Orocedure were more

,a4 less standardizpd. An effort was made to correct'for the effect of

differencebetween classes in initial ability. In both of these

studies, a lo14 positive correlation was obtained between how. a class

rated the instructor and how, much material they had ledrnedjabout +.24).

- Roden (1973) his articles, concluded that ""if holalriOchstUdents

:learn isconsidered to be 4 major component of good teaching, it must,

beeoncluded.that goodteabhing is. not validly,:measUredbY student

evaluation in their-tuirent form."

.

EffeCtivenessot.Student Feedback. Centra (1972) undertook. a study in

1971;72 with fiVe.different type colleges-totest if feedback' to' teachers

from student evaluation would improve teachAng. This very extensive

#

. research divided teachers into three testing groups, of feedback, no

feedback, and d.confrol group. The results proved no significant

changes among them. Included in the student ratings were items that

facilltymeipbers in an earlier study had identified as information they

13
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d.
they would like to obtain from students (Centra 1972 ). The surprising

results were that neat* all three groups We're nearly identical in their

' scores, an indication that the group of instructors,who received studnnt

feedback did not noticeably modify their teaching practices. However,

aftei the research was extended, the time factor did p3roduce a change;

but individual counseling also helped. .Centra commented,"The changes

were by no means overwhelming but it does support the utility of

student ratings for'instructional improvement." However, the evidence

is very'meager and not of a magnitude to encourage Using student eval

uation unless an extensive counseling aystem or what some may label

watch.dog system" is utilized to promote imprOvement. Eble (1971)

suggests making the rati.rigs public and this would bring better results.

Teacher Characteristics. Brawer (1968) reviewed studies of the personality
o.

characteristics of college and universitSr faculty and found that the'

- studies were "few and inconclusive." Cohen and Brawer (1969), studying

the characteristics that a successful teacher( ould possess, discovered

that the teacher's characteristics are highly diverse. Research findings

to date have not been especially fruitful.

Reliability. Frey (1973) demonstrated that students can agree about

the strength and weaknesses of different teachers. Costin, Greenough

and Menges (1971) agree that students can rate classroom instruction

with a degree of reliability. This conclusion was reached after

extensive review óf the findings concerning reliability. It must be

7.

P 4

stated that these studies were at a correlation of .2 to .3 in many areas

14
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Validity. Even though students are the only people who obseime a

teacher's course daily, many faculty seriously question the validity

.

of students' instructional ratings.
41

Soule facultyclaim to teach philo-

sophical values or to inculcate a special attitude toward learning

racer than-simply help students to master the subject matter. These

goals are difficult to measure and, therefo it is difficult to

determine whether teachers who successfull complish these goals

are also the ones who are rated highly by their students.

Many researches can be listed which might culminate into validity

of student rating under some criteria headings such as:
A

. Consumer Satisfaction and Course Objectives. McKeachie (1969.)
4

-found that students who performed particularly well on

the test rated their teachers as "more effective than

did students who performed'Atore pborly on the test.

McKeachie, Lin and Mann (1971 ) reported similar findings

and students who rated teachers high on "rapport" (i.e.,

warmth) tended to be effective on measures of students'

"critical thinking." Lathrop and.Richmond (1967) found

positive correlation between high ratings and the extent

to whiCh students thought they had achieved course

objectives.

2. Students' Criteria of Effective Teaching, Crawford and,

Bradshaw (1068) asked students to describe the most effective,

aches they had ever had. The most frequent characteristics

15
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were (a), knowledge of subject (b) planned and organized

lecture (c) interest in teaching (d), warmth toward students

French .(1.957) had a similar. test as-didErliott (1950), Mann

.

(11350), and McKeachie (1969b)

Another point of\interest is to relate students' ratings to

the degree of teachers' experience9 or training. Walker

(1969) found that students' ratings tended tb improve
4

with the experiende of the faculty member. A-full*.

professor tended also to receive higher student rating

thandid other ranks (Downie 1952), especially on certain,

items as sense of humor, presentation,eand interest.

Sex', Major, and other Variables. Costein (1971) implies to ns that

, ,

sex does enter into student evaluation.

1. In four of the five studies teachers-rated high on
"Skill" tended to be effective with women students.

2. In all five stwiies'teacherd rated high in "Structure"
tended to be more effectivi with women thah with men.
In fact, on the whole, the more structured instructors
tend to be ineffective for 'male studentS.

3. Teachers who were high rn "Rapport" ("warmth") tended.
to be effecave pn measures of student thinking.

4. Teachers whom students rated as having an impact on
beliefs were effective in chansing attitudes.

Majors in psychology were found to rate courses and instructors

about the same as non - majors. However, studentsreadired to take a
-

psychology course tended to rate it lower than did students wild selected

.course (Cohen and Humphreys 1960). Other investigators found'(Gage 1461*

. .

Lovell and Hamer 1955) that teachers of reAuired courses
*
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'received significantly lower student.ratings than did teachers of

elective courses.

Non-' roponents of studentsf.ratings frequently'suggpst that

teathers oflarge classes try receive,lower ratings because students

prefer mare interaction which occurs in'smaller. claSes. ThOist of

investigato s that support this is extremely long. The most recent

investigati n of this bglief is McDaniel ansil seldhusen, 1970.

#noth r arguthent about the validity of student rating i that

. ..,
.i

students judge.instrAtion on the basis ofJ "popularity"popularityl,
.

t
value.. G (1954) concluded that "Popularity" q a teacher .may

.

4
. ,

well be an ex of "good and substantial" teaching!And students'

ratings ma flect..both.

Student -P r e tion and Value Systems. In the concluding discussion of

a researc MtKeachie, Lin, and Mann (1971), 'the following proposition

was concluded:'

So student ratings have some usefulness. Why aren't
they bettet? Our best guess is that the major slippage
in our validity studies is in the differing goals of
teachers and students. Students come to a class with
many different persbnal objectives for that class. Some

of these objectives may coincide with those of the
instructor, but the overlap between instructor and',.
student goals or between the goals of differing students
is certainly far from perfect. The extent to wIlich
our tests measure achievement of these goals is also
limited. Thus, even if each seuderkt's rating of the
linstructoir's effectiieness in helping that student
athie e.his on goals were perfectly valid, we would
fi low validity coefficients in studies such as this

17



Frey.,(1974) had this to say:

Thirdly,:i believe that it is important to take into
account the fact that student's perceptions are a product
of their own personalities as well as of the teacher's
behavior. Thus the impression that a teacher creates
depends not only on hie own behavior but also on the
behavior and expectations of his audience. Any analysis
which assumes that teacher ratings are independent of
their source will be, oef011y'inadequate,

..10"'"%
Evaluation for each individual, be he student, faculty.,
or administrator, consists of taking what the teacher
said and did and considering these factors in terms-of
one's own value .system and:educational philosophy.

sCertainly, one student may'value,onevaspect of the
course more, than a Second stude6t-would.-These con-
siderationssimply-Lhat any overall rating that a student
makes will'reflect two different typei of factors;-the
events which the student observed during the course And
his evaluation of these events within. his own valile
system.

Frey (1974) using the term "in his own value system' is getting

t

very close to my agreement-with Epperson's (1974) orientations or

expectations \toward the teaching-learning situation. McKeachie's

"goals of the students" is more loosely interpreted as perceptions,

but goals are effected by our4lue sy4em and goals, value
1

systems and perceptions are all interrelated.in the total complex
y.

being.

Frey and McKeachie are relatingto my research that student

perception, which is part of the student's value system, may have

effects on the responses to student evaluation. Frey, in his

discussion, suggested that students can provide teacher evaluation

by constructing the proper questions A rating form can be con-

Structed with a)pro*iate questions that are uncontaminated by students'

a
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value system. Frey is presently developing such a form.
ti A

Committee Report. 4ecause of sickness of committee members the final

report was not completed. 'This resulted in myself being-selected to

summarize what materials the members had in their possession. The

summary is in Appendix A.

PROQEDURE

0
'David C: Eppg son in his article, "Assessing Alteriative Teaching-

Learning Alliances" in L. J. Stiles, Ea., Theories of Teaching, (New

Yjork: Dodd, Mead and Co., 1974) Ch. 5. 11ggests students may have at

least eight orientatiOns or expectations toward the teaching4learning

situa=tion. He listed these as:

Dogmatic 7- The teacher is an authority in his field

and teaches the course Thith little room

for differences of opinion.

2. Erotic - The teacher's role is to develop a climate

3. , Floral -

in which the student may.exiiess his

inner feelings and clarify them to himself.

The teacher's major role is to point out

the gap between what ought to be done in

today's society about social problems and

what is being done about them. Hopefully,

the student, will be motivated to actively

'Participate in the problem- solving activities.

19
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4.. Therapeutic - The teacher's r4 is to help the student

resolve the c nfl tts'in society, such as

5. - Intellectual -

4

6. Existential -
0

I

justice vs. just c ;. equality vs..

inequality.

The course tackles t ugh, complex intell

ectual problems.'

The student is 1,piest in courses in

which he finds direction and 'purpose for

his'life.
. ,

7.' Humanistic - Classes in tallith the student's uniqueness

13,

8.

and indiiiduality'are highlighted are

most helpful:

Pragmatic Those courses in which practicg4, saleable

skills'are developed aremost enjoyable-

to the stuaents.

Eppergon's description of these perceptions were worded into
. f

statements for the student to rank on a Likert Acale which accurately

reflects his concept of what teaching, and learning-roles'mean.*

The developed instrument that was used in this practicum is in
0

.

Appe'ndix B attached. The statements for Epperson's descriptiqns were
a

developed and reviewed by an expertise group. Three statements for
4t-

each of the Epperson descriptions were developed. Then my expertise
a

group of four faculty members selected that statement which they

sidered to beet fit the description.. The expertise group consist

* The reader must read the directions given to the student.- The tudetit,'

only selected one best teaching perception with the rank of "strongly agree."

20.



of One English teacher, one from testing, bne from physkcs, and one

frog the-faculty development aivision. 7uggested revisionsiwere revie

and the selected .statements were finalized:. My selected statements

hus reflect the - descriptions of Epperson as judged by my gigpertise

I' -
.

gr up. These eight orientations or expectations toward the learning-
\

.

1 ,

teacher situation will be evaluated to 'see if-differences in orentiation

or expectations are associated with differences in student evaluation

of teacher behavior.'

The evaluation form will be composed of three 'parts:

Pa I: Perception 4f Teaching. Statements

Part II: Teacher' Behavior Evaluation
4t.'*

Part III ,Cohtrol'Data

Part I was prepared by me and reviewed by a board of expertise

, .

composed of four faculty memberi. Part II pas coordinated with Organ-

.

_..
Ization Review Steering Committee and the Researott and Testing Depart--

ment. The ORSC had introduced student_evaluation as a discussion subject,

at a re ent workshop for some fifty faculty members. From, that workshop

was deveJ.Ioped a pilot evaluation form. After somreview and diicussion

with_pr.f John Losak,MDCC, an11 Dr. John Alteman pf P14,.my de'cision was

to use the S dent Evaluation Of the Teaching of Miami:-Dade Course

Tom developed aL Miami -Dade north. This evaluation form is an instru-

vent which has been used for a number of.years. Part III includes

additional information whichmay be utiliied for other significant

results. Discussions of the control.data were also conduoted with

°21.
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the'above mentioned individuals and members of the committee and faculty.

`CorrespondenCe has been initiated.With Inter-institutional Rese reh

Council of Florida,CommunitpColleges and SIR, the Student'Instructional

Report, ,of the Educational Testing Service of New Jersey. They have

numerous studies and systems which need the committee's attentigu

Population. The population to which the study is intended is the student
fy 1

body at ?Miami -Dade Community College (North) Since the North Campus is

diirided into four, divisions, my idea waS to randomly select some teachers

from each of the four divisions. This selection from a cross section

of four divisions was intended to give a sample'moreadequate than

. random selection from the total faculty because randomized selection

4

of teachers might resulein selection of the entire sample from the

same divibion. Once the teachers had been selected'they would, by

random choice of classes, administer the questionnaire to the students.

The teachers in the four divisions were numbered for utilization

in an APL program. The APL terminal has a random generator which will

select as many numbers randomly from a range which the operator sets

in the program. This range was the number of teachers in each division.

Thus, the program randomly selected two teachers from each division.

A similar system was used by the teachers to select a class. However)

most teachers in thd summer session have only two classes, so selection

was simplified.

O
Procedure for Treating. Data. Because of the dichotomous results in

the frequencies of the first eight questions, a reclassification was

0.

22



necessary. -The eight questions were cambijd into, fbur'groupenn the

.

basis of similarity and relative i

4

s.

Group 1 nal Term
(Question 1) horitative eaacher

mftor

Group 2 Student - Centel teacher -

(Question 2& 7) A teacher wha sees the student's
_uniqueness and helps him express
.'his inner feelings.

t
.

, .

Gropp 3 Social Conscious Teacher
(Quegtions 3,4,5) A teacher who sees social problems

and promotes intellectualsocial
problem Solving,

0-

draun 4 Career Caunselor -'Tea her -7

( Questions 6,8) Teacher'who gives purp se toNstudehtls
r. life and teaches praCt cal skills for

livelihopd._

After, classifying the questions into groups, items (9) through

(32) were summated for each of the four groups. That number was

run as a.parameter measure on an analysis of variance for the group.

Hypothesis:k

Null Hypothesis:

4 The four types of perceptions as

,catalOgued in each of the groups do

have°signfitantly different ratings

fox the teachers.

The four typeS do not have significantly

different ratings for Ehe teachers.

The data was treated with various computer programs. A multi-

variate Analysis. of Variance distributed by Clyde Computing Service,

23
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BOX 166, Coconut Grove Station, Miami, Florida, 33133, was utilized.

Also used was a prograpLon internal reliability computed to produce(

Cronback's Coefficient a. A chi square was also run on items (9)

'through (32).

a.

Limitation. The time limitation of completing this study, of course,

produced some difficulties. As data was being dollected the frequNAcy

distribution -of the first eight questions were, not realized until

primary runs were made on the - computer. An attempt to acqbire 'a
1

larger sample for better distribution was blocked due to he semester

ending. The teachers, during the close of: the final weeks of the

s"umt r session, were Yeluctant to take the forty minutes to complete

the questionnfire in their clasSes, plus the tact tbAt.the-,students'

attitudes a the end of a six week session are not favorablee However,

the similarities of the groups formed are very good and allowed for

a much stronger 'statistical instrument , an analysis of'lariance , to

be used. (The sample was. compiled in the wintef semester.)

4,ESULTS

Characteristics of the Population. Question 33 to 44 were Part HT of

the questionnaire. Th6se questions provided more information on a

description of the sample. Ffty-five pertent of the stpdent claimed

)
a cumulative-grade point average of, 3. through. 4, and .thirty-t-Six percent

from a 2 t 'a,2.99. 7.ThIrty-six percent were earning an "A" in the
.

, :

.

course and seventy percent liked the subject they were presently taking.
4

17

24
-' .

1
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Although school policy frowns upon.working full time andgoing to school

full time, a majority of the students do not keep this policy. Fifty-
.

.

nine percent of the sample% were' taking at least fifteen semester hours

of classes and fifty-eight percent were working more than twenty five hours/week.

Thirty five percent were employed more than thirty five hours. A more

complete summary is given in Appen x C.

Significance of Data

Analysis of Variance. The analysis ofvariance on 'scaled scores had one
. ,

factor and one variable, but at four levels.. Factor G as used in the

table folloWing are the four groups.**

Table 1. Means and Standard Deviations.

Factor Number Score

G
1 57

M 47.211
SD, 1,5.922

2 36

M 43.028
SD 15.585

3 19

M 45.211
SD 14,497

4 36

M 50.500
SD 17.928

The analysis of variance of the four groups and the scale scores

generated the following results:

Table 2. Analysis of Variance

"Soutce SS DF - MS F t less than

Within cells 37730.582 144 262.018

G 1062.120 3, 354:040

25
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According to` the design of the above run (Rdward6,°197 the4a,value

at a 0.260 level.was not significant. Usually this result is considered

too small, a:p value tabe significant. Consequently, the above results'

do not allow us to reject our null hypothesis; that is, the measurable

differences which were found to occur in the differtnces in perception

of teaching at associated with differences in student evali4ation of

teachers could be attributed largely to mere chance fluctuations within

our total. population.. The nctual values were: 47.211 4- 15.922, Group I;

43.028 4-15.585, Group II, 45.211 + 14-.497 Group 50.500,+,
.4

17.928 for Group IV.

Internal Reliability. The internal reliability computed from AN0144 was

run on questions (9) through (32) for each of the groups.' That run

'provided .909 internal reliability' or Group I, 0.934 for Group

19.

1905 for Group III, and .941 fgt. Group r,114 Thus,'the internal reliability

by grou s. was at an acCeptable level.

CONCLUSIONS. AND RECOMMENDATIONS..

It Would appear on the basis of the research reviewed that an

instructional rating system when properly developed can provide reliable

andvalid information about teaching. Research findings suggest .that

the criteria used by students in their ratings of instructors had much

more to do with course objectives and consumer satisfaction than with

entertainment value. Such attributes as preparedness, clarliy,, and

stimulating of students' intellectual curiosity were typically mentioned

26
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by students in describing their'best instructor. Correla:tion for

personality characteristics were not fruitful except for the repeating

characteriStio that continued to appear in the research -- the charatter-

isttt-tif.w4rmth toward students. Other correlations of student ratings
A .

which Wer.noted e : l'majors" tended to rate. courses highly than
44:

"non-qmdlors" in some ta.Ses1 students required to take a course sometimes

rated it lower than those for whom it was an: eletive;. add experience

.1
and higher ranking instructors usually received_ higher ratings than did

0

their less ranked or experienced colleagues. There was also 'some evidence

that feedback in the form of student ratings may improve the teacher's

performance. And last, but not least, the value system or perception

of teaching a student has may influence the evaluation..

The results of this research confirms that the null-hypothesis

may not be rejected in the population we studied herein. Thatis,

students perception as associated with differences in studefit evaluation

does not differ significantly from that which could be attributed to

mere chance fluctuations within our total populatbh:---Because of the .

nearness of the end of the semester the resultine6ouping may have

*weakened the instrument design of the selection of the course expectation.

However, an 'a forced response of just the form groups, little difference in

frequency distribution would probably-haVe been observed if originally

written in this fashion. This research -indicates that further study would

have to be'done along the lines of students' perteption inflPenting

evaluation. Also, it is revealed here that students in the: sample. are

:.

oriented toward practical aspects of education as,,indidated by the number



w picked group /four.

also.

The authoritative teacher still is preferred

If an evaluation system is to be adopted, it is recommended that*.a.
4

form which attempts to eliminate the students' value system be adopted*

Frey (1974) claims to have this developed. If an evaluation system is
o.

21..

to be adOpted,it should.be stressed. that Means or normals of different

courses be kept for courses which are considered to be more difficultu

Research indicated this .is a preferred method'. This helps to answer the

questicins "Which teachers are most effective?" and 'For which objectives ?""

With:such additional specification, student evaluation may provide useful

evidendb. of teaching effectiveness.

"What is to be done?"

pap 25.

This answer is discussed in Appendix A.
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APPENDIX A

SHOULD A STUDENT EVALUATION OF TEACHING BE
ADOPTED IN THE COMMUNITY COLLEGE?

.11:7 main concern isto.present rationales that will assure faculty

that student evaluation wouldbe an effective instrument to adopt at

their college''. A logical approach.is to answer or discuss the objections

.which faculty have presented to me in the literature and research, and

,assoc fr06:different:.unl.versities,andpresent them.with my comments..

1. The effectiveness of itstruOtion:ciniii3O ge eyears

after the fact.

The professor who is hated in undergraduate days yet revered in

middle life a the,best damn teacher I had" has become trite. Although
0

more study is needed, there- is evidence that evaluations of teachers

'change little with titre. Drucker and. Remmers (1951)-give evidence and

more recently Centra (1970 provided even greater proof that there is, no

significant difference in student and alumni ratings..

22.

2. Student evaluation of teaching is an invasion of academic freedom..

Academic freedom, as interpreted by most voters today, should

not be interpreted as granting .a professor immunity from orderly and

responsible appraisal of his competence in so major an area of his

professional activity as teaching. The judgement of academic performance
0

by professional standards does not constitute interference with free

inquiry and expression. Indeed, it may well be that responsible evalu.-

ation by professional standards of our devising is the only way that

We can protect ourselves from more state or federal interference or

inflUenCe.

29
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3. The regular use of student evaluation of teaching would

constitute a very big change in academic yrocedures some

colleaguesstate..

This may be-true that many would 1Lew the student eva

as a big change. They have lived with the present system and have survived

within it. Any change is seen as a threat by some of them., Another view

is that the changes would only help us to do better what we already are

trying to do.-- give recognition to quality of instruction when recommending

promotion and merit increases -- and hence, it would not be such a big

clfahge o sudden ,big change needs to happen. Prudence might counsel

starting with a pilot project involYing selected, departments.

4. How can we account for racial, ethnic, and sex biases of.

students in evaluating teachers?

This problem may become more acute if the Civil Rights Act is

successful in placing women and other minority group members in high

prestige vositions if they are not qualified. Many students find women

and minority groups a threat and may find it difficult to evaluate them.

0

The only scholar who has entered, into thought,on this problem is A. T. Sharon

(1970). Be feels that in the structure of the evaluation you. can elitnate

some bias.

, 5, The most recent article to ignite thought is Irene R. Kerman's

o "'Student Evaluation Re-evaluated (1975)".

. Kierman stated that:

Student evaluation of faculty/falls under the
definition of "test" as defined by the American
and Psychological Association and Equal Employ
ment Opportunities Commission Guidelines concerning
appointment, reappointments, and,promotion of faculty
members. .

. .

ti5
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.

Rieman claims th teaoher evaluation tests have not been validated

especially for minorit groups. Thus she .claims they can challenge thpir

use.

/.

This is not true. nystudies as McKeachie (1971) and Cestin.(1971):

A: 0

have developed valid'testing Orocedures. The EducationaiTesting Seri/ice

pf New Jersey has developed a system called "SU", Student Instructional

Repor.,

dir

9
miA'Regularized ratings of teaching would constitute another

instance ofthe dehumanizing of people by describing them

faith numbers, a trend which is deplored bY..students.

Such numbers, like many others,,are not primary sources of

dehumanization. Numberi are merely.symptoms of the estrangement that comes

with too many people. Stamping out numbers will not cure the malady

deplored by students. At a college where ten professors teach one hundred

students, numerical ratings of teaching are not useful, everyone carries

sufficient evaluation'in his head. But at a large university, it is more

dehumanizing to fail to recognize .and reward effective teaching adequately.

7. Prior ratings would prejudice subsequent evaluations,

This is called_the "halo effect." If ratings are not published,

this is net a consideration. Hai effect is not a serious threat. Professors
. -

make great show of their research or national recognition to committees, why

not include student ratings. Besides, professors are a frequent topic of

conversation among students and they are continually being rated.

do not fancy my brief comments have disposed of the above arguments

against student evaluation of teaching. Some of the objections are well
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taken, and the entire subject of evaluation presents .a complex pattern of

considerations combining white, black, and shades of gray. I do believe,

however, that the weight of reasoned evidence justifies giving Student

evaluation of teaching` a thorough trial.

What is to be done? I believe it is desirable to: (1) establish a
4

regular use of student evaluation of teaching for the bedefit of the

instructors, students, and advancement procedures; (2) gain the cooperation

of the entire faculty to secure the ratings and establi the purposes,,

objeCtives, and uses; (3) norms be calculaed and a counselor be espablished

to interpret the results if'requested ; (4) student evaluation of teaching

be used to supplement, but not substitute for other valid kinds of evalua-

tion. Similar conclusions have been reached by mahyspersons who have

studied the evaluation of teaching as Kenneth E. Eble, Director of the

Project to Improve College Teaching, (Eble, 1974)

Numerous problems remain on which informed and reasonable persons

have differing opinions: How will the procedures adopted give the desired

41
emphasis to the two primary objectives of: (i) contributing indirectly to

`'the betterment of teaching by improving the e4ulation of teaching; and
gp

(2) contributing directly to the betterment of'teaching by helping individual
*Fr-

instructors to improve. Surely the academic communit could find adequate

solution to these problems so that a flexible program ruld be initiated.

This is, it could if it would -- and I am confident t n time it will,

a's soon as leadership appears.

32
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APPENDIX 2;

STUDENT EVALUATION OF THE TEACHING OF MXAMI-DADS COURSES

The puipose Of this evaluation form is to furnish a basis for the continuous
improvement of instruction. When these evaluation forms are -used at the end. of

'this term, they will not be lcioked at by the instructor until final.grades have-been
filed. Your response is anonymous. DO NOT FILL IN YOUR NAME. After you have
completed the 44 questions, hand in your -answer card and questions. Mark your
chOice of answers on the-card provided. After you have read ALL of,the eight
following queStiont, pick out the ONE statement which MOST ACCURATELY reflects
your concept of what teaching and learning mean, and mark the (1). STRONGLY
AGREE space on your /BM card. Use the nufter "1" space.ONLY ONE TIME for the
first eight statements. 'Proceed to rank the remainder (7 questions) between
choices-1'2" and "5". For the first eight questions use the following scale:
DO NOT WRITE ON THIS FORM.

1. Strongly agree
.2.. Agree
-3. Not sure whether I agree or disagree
4. Disagree ,

5. Strongly disagree

2.

3.

I lice a teacher best who knows his field and authoritatively declares
that information to the class.

I like a teacher best who develops a climateein whichI may express my
inner feelings and'slarify them to myself.

I like a teacher who motivates problem - solving activities by pointing out
the gap between what ought to be done in today's society about social
problems and what is being done about them:

4. 1, like a teacher
example, justice

5. I like a teacher

6. I like a teacher

7. I like a teacher
individuality..

who helps individuals resolve the conflicts in society, for
versus injustice, equality versus inequality.

who helps me solve tough, complex intellectual problems.

whose course gives me direction and purpose for my life.

whose clasSeSiemOhasize the student's uniqueness, and

I like a teacher 'whose pritary purpose is to teach eke skills I can
utilize in earning a living.

MARK THE SCALE PROVIDED ON THE "REMAINDER OF THE QUESTIONS.

9. How do you
rate hili(her)

as a teacher?

10

1

EXcellent

How is his
knowledge
of hissubject?

2

111111111

3
Fair

.mg
33
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:Very Poor



11*. .How is the
organization of

. his course?

1

Excellent

Are- his explanatiordru
in class clear?

HaTis

13. How are his
assignments:

0

14. How enthusiastic is
he in clasd?

Clear

Very

HOW is his ability to
express his
thoughts:

111

11.0.0

...
Fair

Usually,

Very Poor

Seldom

MOONIOMmom . -

Usually

it

Lacks entluisiasmi
4

Excellent Usually has , Hasa great deal
no difficulty of difficulty

'.r How is his sense of

lir
stressing important
matters?

17. How is his ability
to stick to the,
subject?

Excellent Fair Very poor

Always sticks Rarely. Gets completely
to subject , digresses off subject

. Is opportunity given
for students to
participate in
class?

Often Occasionally T Rarely

1 . How is his
ability to
inspire pupils? .....1

Excellent

20. How much does he
encourage the student
to thinklor: himself?

Fair

A great Some
. deal .

11. How are.has tests as
to coverage of
material? ....

Very , Usually
reasonable reasonable'

34
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Very poor

Not at all

Unreasonable



22. How is his grading
as to fairness?,

Very fair..

23. What is his attitude
powardifferente of
opinions on controversial
'questions?

Very
tolerant

24. Eby is his_attitude
as an instructor
toward student?

25. How is his sense
of humor?

Fairly
tolerant

Very unfair

28

Very
intolerant

Very under- Usually Impatient &
-------- ----,...

standing & patient & indifferent

patient ',responsive

Exceptionally Fair VerOittle
good

11
26. How often have you

seen cheating in
his class? -

Never% Sometimes

27. How is his personal .

appearance?
Very neat

23. How are his class -
room manners?

.:;Very

courteous

.1'

29. How is his speech? ......1..=.4
, Easilx Sometimea Very difficult

understood & , inaudible & . ts"listen'to

pleasant indistinct

Very often

Usually/nest Very careless

Usually :

courteous
Very discourteous

31.

How about his
mannerisms?

Overell rating of
course.

Usually Moderately free Frequent annoying
attractive .from distracting mennerieMs
classroom manners mannerism

An outstanding
course

32. If given the opportunity
would tahe anbthith course

with this instructor*

Yee

A:readonably A very poor course
good cootie

.**
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33. Your cumulative grade point average is:
1..,3.0 through 4.0 2. 2.0 through 2.99 3. 1.0 through 1.99
4. 0.99.or less

34. The grade you are presently earning in this course is:
1. A 2. B 3. C 4. D 5. V

35. If employed, how many hours per week?
1. less than 16 1. 16 through 24. ,3. 25 through 34
4. 35 through 40 5.. over 40

k
.

36. Mow many' credit hours are your presently taking?
1. Under 12. 2. 12 through 15 3. 16 through 18 4. Over 18

27.

33.

39.

40.

41.

42.

Sex: 1. Female 2. Male

i

Why are ou taking this course:
1. A re uirement for your major. . An elective for your major
3. A re uirement outside your major ,' 4. An elective outside your major.

To what extent have you applied yourself in this courses
Z. To the maximum 2. Very much 3. Average 4. Very little
5. Not at all ,n

Do you like this subject?
1. Yes 2. No

Do you feel you had enough background to take this course?
1. yes 2. No

Do you attend class regularly?
1. Yes 2. No

Are you:
1. Black American- 2. White American other than (3) 3. Spanish surnamed
4. Foreign, student other than (3). 5. Other .

. -

This course is a course in:
1. Science or Math 2. Social Science 3. English or Language
4. Other technical fields (TVS) 5. Other

29
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APPENDIX C

*
33. Your cumulative grade point average is:

.

1. 3,0 through 4.0 (55%) 2. 2.0 through 2.99 (36%)
3. 1.0 through 1.99 ( %) 4. ,0.99 or less (1 %). 5. 1

34% The grade you are prase tly earning in thid course is
1. A 36%. 2. B 32% 3. C 23% 4. D 3% 5. F 2%

35, If employed, how many hors per week?
1. less than 16 (20%) 2. 16 thrOUgh 24 (23%)

3. 25 through 34 (13%) 4. 35 through 40 (24%) 5. over'40 (11%)

36. How many credit hours are you presently taking?'
1. under 12 (38%) 2. 12 through 15 (33%) 3. 16 through 18 (18%)
4. over 18 (8%)

0 37. Sex: 1. Female 39% 2. Male 55%

38. Why are you taking this course?
1. A requirement for your major (63%)
2. An elective for your major (13%)
3. A reqqirement outside your major (12%)
4. Abiktelective outside your majog. (7%)

39. To what extent have you applied yourself in this course?
1.' To the maximum (24%) 2. Very'much (38%)

3. Average (28%) 4. Very little (6%) 5. Not at all (2%)

40. Do you like this sujject?
1. yes .(70%) 2. No (21%)

41. Do you feel you had enough background to take this course?
1. Yea. ,(75%) 2. No (21%)

42. Do you attend class regularly?
1. yes (80%) 2. No (1n)

43.° Are you:
1.- Black American (14%) 2. White American other thah (3) (46%)

Spanish Surnamed (23%) 4. Foreignstudent other than,(3) (6%) '

5. Other (6%)

44. This-gpurse is a course in:
1. Science or Math (55%) . . Social Science (l6 %)

3. English or Language (9%) 4. Other .technical fields (TVS) (3%)

5. Other .(11%)

'The-small percentage that is missing in some of the statements were
a result of blanks. EaCh question had no more than two or three blanks'.
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